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President's Message:
Web doings:

Many thanks to Dick Tobiason for stopping by in
January. I had no idea how much WWII aviation
(and other military) activity took place along the
Hwy 97 corridor. Dick is trying to get the highway
named the World War II Veterans Historic
Highway. In support of that effort he has gathered
a wealth of material that he kindly shared with us.
We all learned a lot.

Our own local Central Oregon 99s are stepping up
and taking more of an active role in the planning
and management of the venerable Palms To Pines
Air Race. This year will be the 40th Annual
running and of course will be the best ever. They
have a new web site for the event, check it out at:
http://palmstopines.org

This month be sure to drop by for Movie Night. Ed
Endsley our program chair has some great material
lined up for us and viewer participation is
encouraged. So meet for hanger talk at 6pm, potluck at 6:30pm and our formal program at 7pm.

For the usual chapter news and other aviation
goodies check out our chapter website:
http://co-opa.com/
To access the members only areas the username is
"BDN" and the password is "123.0".

My Inbox:
The city of Bend is leaving many job positions
unfilled due to the poor economic climate. Luckily
the city now recognizes the value in having the
KBDN Airport Manager's filled. They see the need
to manage an important asset and bring in
significant FAA and ODA funding.

Calendar:
19 February- Monthly Meeting
21 February- Monthly Flyout

Acting quickly to fill the job the city has hired Gary
Judd and he will start March 9th. Gary will be
moving up from his job managing the John Day
airport (Grant County Regional Airport/Ogilvie
Field).

20 March - Monthly Meeting
22 March - Monthly Flyout
17 April
19 April

- Monthly Meeting
- Monthly Flyout

15 May
17 May

- Monthly Meeting
- Monthly Flyout

18 June
20 June

- Monthly Meeting
- Monthly Flyout

Many of our members have flown into KGCD on
flyouts and fuel stops and have always enjoyed it.
No doubt KBDN will benefit greatly having Gary
here. Let's be sure to give Gary a warm welcome!
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the shareholders and union negotiators would be
when the CEO failed to return to the negotiating
table of billion dollar negotiations because of a
missed connection in Indianapolis?

Random Thoughts:
Our flyouts, and even my personal flying, has been
cursed by bad weather.
So lacking recent flying experience to stimulate my
random thoughts I am forced to turn to the news for
inspiration.

It is time for Congress to stop the hypocritical
grandstanding on very minor details and work on
the big details. They have set back GA for at least a
dozen years and hurt a lot of aviation businesses
along the way. This is not some abstract issue, or
just big business issue, it is a local issue. One only
needs to look at the ramp at KBDN and the parking
lots at Cessna and Epic to see the real effect this
hysteria has had on the local economy.

Maybe inspiration is not the right word. Irritation is
probably better.
General Aviation seems to be in the news a lot
lately. New President Obama plans to fly out of
Washington DC weekly in his 747. Nancy Pelosi,
Speaker of the House, jets home to California every
weekend in a military C-20B (Gulfstream III), C37A (Gulfstream V) or C-32 (Boeing 757). When
the US Senate needs a key lawmaker to return for a
key vote they think little of dispatching a jet to fetch
the Senator. This happened last week when Sen.
Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio was fetched to cast a
critical vote.

That said, I am sure that all of you hope, like I do,
that good weather will return soon so I can get back
to having random thoughts about real flying, the
kind we all know and love here in the high desert.

Gary Miller

And now
different

Even Al Gore uses private jets to travel the world to
give his lectures on global warming.

for

something

completely

With all this good publicity on the value of General
Aviation (in the guise of government/military
aviation) you would think that GA would be more
valued than ever by the public. Sadly the opposite
is true. For some reason Congress has chosen to
publicly demonize the same service that they
themselves value so highly when campaigning,
governing and fund raising.
All of us GA folk (and congress critters) know what
a great time saver private plane travel can be. How
did such a great business tool become a "slap in the
face to taxpayers"? Like any tool it can be used in a
wasteful manner but that does not appear to be the
case here.

Engines Rotax 912ULS
Gross Weight
Empty Weight
Useful Load
Stall Speed
Cruise Speed
Vne (never exceed speed)
Rate of Climb
Rate of Climb Solo
50% fuel
Rate of Climb
Single Engine
Fuel Capacity
Range @ 70 mph
Endurance
Landing Roll
Takeoff Roll
Wings Span
Length
Height (Vert, Stab.)
Gear width

When a CEO (like Ford's) earns $28M a year, that
is $14,000 an hour, do the shareholders really want
him stuck in an airport for an extra four hours?
All of a sudden a $20,000 round trip jet ride
(including staff) starts to look like cost effective
time management.
The federal government may force CEOs taking
government bail money to take salary cuts to
$500,000 a year. Even then the private jet makes
sense. Can you imagine how angry Congress
would be if a CEO missed a congressional hearing
because his flight was over booked? Or how angry
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200 HP (2 Total)
1,680 lbs
1,040 lbs
640 lbs
39 mph
50 to 100 mph
110 mph
1,500 fpm
2,000 fpm
300 fpm
28 gal
340 mi
6 Hrs
300 Ft
less than 200 ft
36'
27'
8'4"
8'6"

The little chute must have deployed and was doing
its job. Next concern: the main parachute, which
was designed to open automatically at 15,000 ft.
Again I had no assurance the automatic-opening
function would work.

SR-71 breakup!
Everything seemed to unfold in slow motion. I
learned later the time from event onset to
catastrophic departure from controlled flight was
only 2-3 sec. Still trying to communicate with Jim, I
blacked out, succumbing to extremely high gforces. The SR-71 then literally disintegrated
around us. From that point, I was just along for the
ride.

I couldn't ascertain my altitude because I still
couldn't see through the iced-up face plate. There
was no way to know how long I had been blackedout or how far I had fallen. I felt for the manualactivation D-ring on my chute harness, but with the
suit inflated and my hands numbed by cold, I
couldn't locate it. I decided I'd better open the face
plate, try to estimate my height above the ground,
then locate that "D" ring. Just as I reached for the
face plate, I felt the reassuring sudden deceleration
of main-chute deployment.

My next recollection was a hazy thought that I was
having a bad dream. Maybe I'll wake up and get out
of this mess, I mused. Gradually regaining
consciousness, I realized this was no dream; it had
really happened. That also was disturbing, because I
could not have survived what had just happened.
Therefore, I must be dead. Since I didn't feel bad-just a detached sense of euphoria--I decided being
dead wasn't so bad after all. AS FULL
AWARENESS took hold, I realized I was not dead,
but had somehow separated from the airplane. I had
no idea how this could have happened; I hadn't
initiated an ejection. The sound of rushing air and
what sounded like straps flapping in the wind
confirmed I was falling, but I couldn't see anything.
My pressure suit's face plate had frozen over and I
was staring at a layer of ice.

I raised the frozen face plate and discovered its
uplatch was broken. Using one hand to hold that
plate up, I saw I was descending through a clear,
winter sky with unlimited visibility. I was greatly
relieved to see Jim's parachute coming down about
a quarter of a mile away. I didn't think either of us
could have survived the aircraft's breakup, so seeing
Jim had also escaped lifted my spirits incredibly.
I could also see burning wreckage on the ground a
few miles from where we would land. The terrain
didn't look at all inviting--a desolate, high plateau
dotted with patches of snow and no signs of
habitation.

The pressure suit was inflated, so I knew an
emergency oxygen cylinder in the seat kit attached
to my parachute harness was functioning. It not
only supplied breathing oxygen, but also
pressurized the suit, preventing my blood from
boiling at extremely high altitudes. I didn't
appreciate it at the time, but the suit's pressurization
had also provided physical protection from intense
buffeting and g-forces. That inflated suit had
become my own escape capsule.

I tried to rotate the parachute and look in other
directions. But with one hand devoted to keeping
the face plate up and both hands numb from highaltitude, subfreezing temperatures, I couldn't
manipulate the risers enough to turn. Before the
breakup, we'd started a turn in the New MexicoColorado-Oklahoma-Texas border region. The SR71 had a turning radius of about 100 mi. at that
speed and altitude, so I wasn't even sure what state
we were going to land in. But, because it was about
3:00 p.m., I was certain we would be spending the
night out here.

My next concern was about stability and tumbling.
Air density at high altitude is insufficient to resist a
body's tumbling motions, and centrifugal forces
high enough to cause physical injury could develop
quickly. For that reason, the SR-71's parachute
system was designed to automatically deploy a
small-diameter stabilizing chute shortly after
ejection and seat separation. Since I had not
intentionally activated the ejection system--and
assuming all automatic functions depended on a
proper ejection sequence--it occurred to me the
stabilizing chute may not have deployed.

At about 300 ft. above the ground, I yanked the seat
kit's release handle and made sure it was still tied to
me by a long lanyard. Releasing the heavy kit
ensured I wouldn't land with it attached to my
derriere, which could break a leg or cause other
injuries. I then tried to recall what survival items
were in that kit, as well as techniques I had been
taught in survival training.

However, I quickly determined I was falling
vertically and not tumbling.
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I knew an oxygen supply was critical for breathing
and suit-pressurization, but didn't appreciate how
much physical protection an inflated pressure suit
could provide. That the suit could withstand forces
sufficient to disintegrate an airplane and shred
heavy nylon seat belts, yet leave me with only a few
bruises and minor whiplash was impressive. I truly
appreciated having my own little escape capsule.
After helping me with the chute, Mitchell said he'd
check on Jim. He climbed into his helicopter, flew a
short distance away and returned about 10 min.
later with devastating news: Jim was dead.
Apparently, he had suffered a broken neck during
the aircraft's disintegration and was killed instantly.
Mitchell said his ranch foreman would soon arrive
to watch over Jim's body until the authorities
arrived.

SR-71 – continued
Looking down, I was startled to see a fairly large
animal--perhaps an antelope--directly under me.
Evidently, it was just as startled as I was because it
literally took off in a cloud of dust.
My first-ever parachute landing was pretty smooth.
I landed on fairly soft ground, managing to avoid
rocks, cacti and antelopes. My chute was still
billowing in the wind, though. I struggled to
collapse it with one hand, holding the still-frozen
face plate up with the other.
"Can I help you?" a voice said.
Was I hearing things? I must be hallucinating. Then
I looked up and saw a guy walking toward me,
wearing a cowboy hat. A helicopter was idling a
short distance behind him. If I had been at Edwards
and told the search-and-rescue unit that I was going
to bail out over the Rogers Dry Lake at a particular
time of day, a crew couldn't have gotten to me as
fast as that cowboy-pilot had.

I asked to see Jim and, after verifying there was
nothing more that could be done, agreed to let
Mitchell fly me to the Tucumcari hospital, about 60
mi. to the south.
I have vivid memories of that helicopter flight, as
well. I didn't know much about rotorcraft, but I
knew a lot about "red lines," and Mitchell kept the
airspeed at or above red line all the way. The little
helicopter vibrated and shook a lot more than I
thought it should have. I tried to reassure the
cowboy-pilot I was feeling OK; there was no need
to rush. But since he'd notified the hospital staff that
we were inbound, he insisted we get there as soon
as possible. I couldn't help but think how ironic it
would be to have survived one disaster only to
be done in by the helicopter that had come to my
rescue.

The gentleman was Albert Mitchell, Jr., owner of a
huge cattle ranch in northeastern New Mexico. I
had landed about 1.5 mi. from his ranch house--and
from a hangar for his two-place Hughes helicopter.
Amazed to see him, I replied I was having a little
trouble with my chute e. He walked over and
collapsed the canopy, anchoring it with several
rocks. He had seen Jim and me floating down and
had radioed the New Mexico Highway Patrol, the
Air Force and the nearest hospital.
Extracting myself from the parachute harness, I
discovered the source of those flapping-strap noises
heard on the way down. My seat belt and shoulder
harness were still draped around me, attached and
latched. The lap belt had been shredded on each
side of my hips, where the straps had fed through
knurled adjustment rollers. The shoulder harness
had shredded in a similar manner across my back.
The ejection seat had never left the airplane; I had
been ripped out of it by the extreme forces, seat belt
and shoulder harness still fastened.

However, we made it to the hospital safely--and
quickly. Soon, I was able to contact Lockheed's
flight test office at Edwards. The test team there had
been notified initially about the loss of radio and
radar contact, then told the aircraft had been lost.
They also knew what our flight conditions had been
at the time, and assumed no one could have
survived. I briefly explained what had happened,
describing in fairly accurate detail the flight
conditions prior to breakup.
The next day, our flight profile was duplicated on
the SR-71 flight simulator at Beale AFB, Calif. The
outcome was identical. Steps were immediately
taken to prevent a recurrence of our accident.
Testing at a CG aft of normal limits was
discontinued,
and
trim-drag issues
were
subsequently resolved via aerodynamic means.

I also noted that one of the two lines that supplied
oxygen to my pressure suit had come loose, and the
other was barely hanging on. If that second line had
become detached at high altitude, the deflated
pressure suit wouldn't have provided any protection.
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intercom. Bill! Bill! Are you there?" "Yeah,
George. What's the matter?" "Thank God! I thought
you might have left." The rear cockpit of the SR-71
has no forward visibility--only a small window on
each side--and George couldn't see me. A big red
light on the master-warning panel in the rear
cockpit had illuminated just as we rotated, stating,
"Pilot Ejected." Fortunately, the cause was a
misadjusted micro switch, not my departure. Bill
Weaver flight tested all models of the Mach-2 F104 Starfighter and the entire family of Mach 3+
Blackbirds--the A-12, YF-12 and SR-71. He
subsequently was assigned to Lockheed's L-1011
project as an engineering test pilot, became the
company's chief pilot and retired as Division
Manager of Commercial Flying Operations. He still
flies Orbital Sciences Corp.'s L-1011, which has
been modified to carry a Pegasus satellite-launch
vehicle (AW&ST Aug. 25, 2003, p. 56). An FAA
Designated Engineering Representative Flight Test
Pilot, he's also involved in various aircraftmodification projects, conducting certification
flight tests.

SR-71 – continued
The inlet control system was continuously
improved and, with subsequent development of the
Digital Automatic Flight and Inlet Control System,
inlet unstarts became rare. Investigation of our
accident revealed that the nose section of the
aircraft had broken off aft of the rear cockpit and
crashed about 10 mi. from the main wreckage. Parts
were scattered over an area approximately 15 mi.
long and 10 mi. wide. Extremely high air loads and
g-forces, both positive and negative, had literally
ripped Jim and me from the airplane. Unbelievably
good luck is the only explanation for my escaping
relatively unscathed from that disintegrating
aircraft.
Two weeks after the accident, I was back in an SR71, flying the first sortie on a brand-new bird at
Lockheed's Palmdale, Calif., assembly and test
facility. It was my first flight since the accident, so
a flight test engineer in the back seat was probably a
little apprehensive about my state of mind and
confidence. As we roared down the runway and
lifted off, I heard an anxious voice over the

"For those who fly....or long to."
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109 NW Wilmington Ave
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541 382-6414
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